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	In the fields of computer graphics and computer game development, the word gem has been established as a term for describing a short article that focuses on a particular technique, a clever trick, or practical advice that a person working in these fields would find interesting and useful. The term gem was first used in 1990 for the first volume of the Graphics Gems series of books, which concentrated on knowledge pertaining to computer graphics. The mainstream methods for rendering 3D images have changed considerably since then, but many of those gems still comprise useful techniques today and have demonstrated a timeless quality to the knowledge they contain. Several newer book series containing the word "Gems" in their titles have appeared in related subject areas such as game programming and GPU rendering, and they all advance the notion of sharing knowledge through concise articles that each focus on a specific topic. We continue the tradition with this book, the first volume of Game Engine Gems.


	Game Engine Gems concentrates on knowledge relating to the development of game engines, which encompass the architecture, design, and coding methods constituting the technological foundation for today's video games. A complete game engine typically includes large components that handle graphics, audio, networking, and physics. There may also be large components that provide services for artificial intelligence (AI) and graphical user interfaces (GUIs), as well as a variety of smaller components that deal with resource management, input devices, mathematics, multithreading, and many additional pieces of generic functionality required by the games built upon them. Furthermore, many game engines are able to run on multiple platforms, which may include PCs and one or more game consoles such as the PlayStation 3 or Xbox 360. The Game Engine Gems series is specifically intended to include all such aspects of game engine development targeting all current game platforms.


	This book is divided into three parts covering the broad subject areas of game engine design, rendering techniques, and programming methods. The 28 gems appearing in this book are written by a group of 25 authors having expertise in game engine development, some quite extensive. It is our hope that the wisdom recorded in these pages and the pages of future volumes of Game Engine Gems continue to serve game developers for many years to come.
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Electrons and Phonons: The Theory of Transport Phenomena in SolidsOxford University Press, 2001

	LIKE a chemical compound, scientific knowledge is purified by recrystallization. When first published, each new grain of fact or theory shines from a mud of irrelevant or erroneous details. In subsequent discussion the grains are redissolved, and filtered. Finally, in books and treatises, the solution is allowed to precipitate into a single...
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50 Fast Flash MX TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
If you’re a Web designer, Macromedia Flash can help you create interactive effects that’ll reel in site visitors–and keep them coming back for more. Using lots of example movies, clear step-by-step instructions, and 32 pages of vivid color illustrations, Gurdy Leete and Ellen Finkelstein walk you through 50 of today’s...
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Doing Therapy with Children and Adolescents with Asperger SyndromeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Iclinically met my fi rst children with Asperger’s and High-Functioning Autism in 1981 at Camp Wediko here in New England. Like many college students before us, my newlywed wife and I had driven north to New Hampshire to spend an intensive summer learning more about the careers we were about to enter: she, special education, and myself,...
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Absolute BSD: The Ultimate Guide to FreeBSDNo Starch Press, 2002
    Welcome to Absolute BSD! This book is a one-stop shop for new UNIX administrators who want to build, configure, and manage dedicated FreeBSD servers. It will also be useful for those folks who want to run FreeBSD on their desktop or combined desktop/server systems.
    By the time you finish this book, you...
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Kengo Kuma: Selected WorksPrinceton Press, 2005

	Evanescent. Restrained. Ethereal. These are some of the words used to describe the architecture of Kengo Kuma, one of the most heralded of a new generation of Japanese architects. A recent article in Architecture writes of Kuma that "he strives to give his buildings the qualities of a rainbow, composed of shimmering particles,...
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Integrated Cisco and UNIX Network Architectures (Cisco Press Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2004
UNIX gateways introduce massive performance possibilities at a fraction of the price of dedicated proprietary appliances by performing network tasks entirely in software. With Cisco Systems routers dominating the Internet and enterprise networking and UNIX routing and gateway solutions spreading from within server farms and data...
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